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Since opening its first clinic in Madrid in 2000, Dentix has grown rapidly and now owns a network of over 260 clinics in
Europe and Latin America.

Dentix Clinics
Healthcare
• Madrid, Spain
• 270,000 patients
• 3,500 professionals
• Using Kaspersky Endpoint
Security for Business Select

Since opening its first clinic in Madrid in 2000, Dentix has grown rapidly and
now owns a network of over 260 clinics in Europe and Latin America. The
company’s rapid growth has been supported by major efforts in technology
and communications, resulting in a state-of-the-art, scalable, robust, flexible,
reliable and, most importantly, secure infrastructure that supports its clinics
and central operations. Having accumulated medical records and private
data of its 450,000 patients, Dentix wanted to ensure this information was
protected against potential risk and cybersecurity threats, which led them
to employ optimal protective measures for over 4,500 workstations and
100 servers.

Challenge
“One of the biggest issues we faced was the lack of a simple, centralized
management structure to guarantee the security of our devices. Individual
clinics had to make sure their devices had suitable protection software, as
well as keep it activated and updated,” explains Juan Carlos Calvo, Systems
Director at Dentix.

“Kaspersky Lab
provided us with
a flexible and effective
tool that boosts our
productivity. The
solution makes viewing,
controlling and
protecting our network
straightforward,
giving our systems
department a lot
of time for other
projects and more
complex tasks.”

“It was hard to keep everything up-to-date, leaving the door open to all sorts of
vulnerabilities. We needed a solution to help us manage our devices, something
that guaranteed security but did not require significant time and servicing on
our part.”
Dentix also had a project to provide its clinics and staff with tablets and other
mobile devices to facilitate their work. The security of these devices also
presented the systems team with a challenge to provide a secure solution that
could ensure peace of mind.
“Dentix is also a pioneer in the use of state-of-the-art technology to improve
effectiveness, visual appearance and patient satisfaction. Devices like tablets,
which are easy to use, comfortable and manageable, allow patients to benefit
from better service and care,” explains Calvo.

Juan Carlos Calvo,
Systems Director, Dentix
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The Kaspersky Lab solution
Security
Dynamic application whitelists,
protection of personal data and
confidential information of the
public and users

Endpoints are known to be the sources of the majority of cybersecurity
problems encountered by organizations. 39% of attacks aimed at endpoints
succeed in breaching companies’ firewalls. Moreover, in 75% of cybercrimes,
email is used as a means to achieve the desired effect. It is also important to
consider that 85% of threats only get discovered after the perimeter defence
has been breached.
“Protecting these endpoints was a priority for Dentix because they contain
significant volumes of confidential information and clinical patient data,” says
Calvo.

Control
Easy to configure and deploy
Centralised web control tools for
applications, devices and internet

Working with Keytron – a Kaspersky Lab partner – Dentix chose Kaspersky
Endpoint Security Business Select to guarantee compliance with the
company’s security policies and block malware on its devices. Trials carried
out in a test environment showed the solution to be fully effective and it was
quickly rolled out throughout the organization.

Mobile
Management of mobile devices,
remote anti-theft tools
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“We were aware of Kaspersky Lab's reputation and the quality of its products.
We did not hesitate, it was an easy decision to make,” explains Calvo. “What is
more, the price offered by Kaspersky Lab and the service provided by Keytron
were clearly a winning combination.”

3,000

The Mobile Device Management (MDM) feature of Kaspersky Endpoint Security
for Business Select includes deployment and protection for mobile devices,
which allows both remote and local deployment as well as providing workstations
with a powerful anti-malware solution. It also has flexible control tools for
applications and devices, dynamic whitelist management, vulnerability analyzer,
web control, remote anti-theft tools, data encryption, proactive management
and regular updates, alongside a range of other functions. Kaspersky Security
Center also provides a single console for managing all these features.

Clinics

Licenses

“Kaspersky Endpoint Security for Business Select provides increased protection
and transparent management,” remarks Calvo. “Kaspersky Lab provided us with
a flexible and effective tool that boosts our productivity. The solution makes
viewing, controlling and protecting our network straightforward, giving our
systems department a lot of time for other projects and more complex tasks.”
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